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Summary: In the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) deficient knee, excellent
outcomes are achieved in many patients with an isolated, intra-articular ACL
reconstruction. Some patients, however, have ongoing instability or suffer
graft rupture. Failure after ACL reconstruction is multifactorial, but residual
anterolateral rotatory laxity is 1 potential contributing factor. Lateral extra-
articular procedures are a heterogenous group of operations that were initially
described as isolated treatments for the ACL deficient knee, and sub-
sequently used in combination with intra-articular reconstructions. Initial
observational studies were encouraging, however, comparative studies were
less flattering and lead to a general abandonment of these procedures. With
improved understanding of the anatomy and biomechanics of the antero-
lateral capsuloligamentous complex there has been a renewed interest in
these procedures. Recent systematic reviews suggest efficacy of these pro-
cedures in improving rotational control, though data showing improved
patient reported outcomes or reduced graft rupture rates are lacking.
Preliminary results from ongoing clinical trials are supportive for lateral
extra-articular tenodesis when used as an augment to modern, intra-articular
ACL reconstructions in targeted, high-risk patients.
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For many patients with an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
deficient knee, an isolated intra-articular ACL reconstruction

(ACLR) will lead to an excellent functional outcome. However,
there remains a group of patients who have residual rotational
instability,1–3 or go on to have graft rupture. Ongoing attempts
have been made to better identify this patient population4 with the
ultimate aim of developing treatments to improve their outcomes.

Recent descriptions of the anterolateral ligament (ALL)5 have
rekindled interest in the role of anterolateral procedures in con-
trolling rotational instability. Anterolateral rotatory instability
(ALRI) is multifactorial, with the ALL, iliotibial band (ITB),
anterolateral capsule, and lateral meniscus all contributing to
internal rotational control. Given the spectrum of severity of ALRI,
there are inherent challenges in assessing, grading, and treating this
condition, and optimal management continues to be refined.

Despite the recent interest in the ALL complex and
anterolateral rotational instability, these concepts are not new.
Seǵond6 described an association between injury to the ante-
rolateral structures of the knee in conjunction with ACL dis-
ruption in 1879. The concept of rotational instability of the knee
was introduced by Slocum and Larson.7 Further work by
Hughston et al8,9 described ALRI, which he felt was primarily a

consequence of injury to the middle third lateral capsular lig-
ament, and only accentuated by ACL deficiency.

Lateral extra-articular tenodesis (LET) procedures are a het-
erogenous group of nonanatomic operations that were described
to control this anterolateral rotational instability. Initially performed
as isolated procedures and later used in combination with intra-
articular ACLR, they fell from favor due to concerns regarding
their efficacy and morbidity compared with modern, isolated intra-
articular reconstructions. Today, the role for these procedures,
particularly in high-risk populations, is again being examined.

TYPES OF LATERAL EXTRA-ARTICULAR
PROCEDURES

Isolated Procedures
Early extra-articular procedures were performed as iso-

lated operations for ALRI. Many of these techniques can,
however, be combined with contemporary intra-articular
ACLRs and modified to take advantage of advances in tendon-
bone fixation techniques.

Lemaire10 described a technique using a 1.5×18 cm strip of
ITB left attached distally to Gerdy’s tubercle. This was passed
deep to the lateral collateral ligament (LCL), through an osseous
tunnel in the femur, and then back under the LCL to be anchored
in a bone tunnel at Gerdy’s tubercle. This technique forms the
basis of many lateral extra-articular procedures. A single limb
modification was described and popularized by Christel and
Djian11 where a 75mm strip of ITB was anchored in a femoral
bone tunnel after passing the graft superficial to the LCL.

Macintosh12,13 described an ITB-based reconstruction using
a 20×2 cm strip from the midsection that is left attached distally
and passed deep to the LCL, through a subperiosteal femoral
tunnel immediately behind the LCL and then through a further
tunnel at the distal lateral intermuscular septum. The graft was
tensioned and sutured onto itself deep to the LCL (Fig. 1).

In 1979 Arnold et al15 described a modified Macintosh
procedure. A 2 cm wide strip of ITB is fashioned with its distal
attachment maintained. This is routed deep to the proximal LCL
where it is sutured. The remaining graft is then reflected back
down over the LCL to reach Gerdy’s tubercle where it is
secured to the tibia with a staple at 90 degrees of knee flexion
and in external rotation.

The Ellison16 procedure differs from other ITB LET recon-
structions in that a 1.5 cm strip of ITB is released distally from
Gerdy’s tubercle with a bone block. This is passed deep to the LCL
and anchored into a bone trough in the region of the lateral patella
tendon. This is combined with a capsular plication deep to the
LCL, and was felt to create a dynamic reconstruction (Fig. 2).

Losee et al17 and Andrews and Sanders18 described further
variations of isolated ITB-based LET procedures to treat ALRI.

Combined Procedures
Combined reconstructions can either be incorporated

within the ACLR, where a single graft is utilized for both intra-
articular and extra-articular procedures, or thought of as an
augmentation to the ACLR with a separate graft is utilized.
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The Macintosh “over the top” reconstruction (1985)19 is
an ITB based, combined intra-articular and extra-articular
reconstruction (Fig. 3). A 25×4 cm long strip of ITB is left
attached to Gerdy’s tubercle distally and passed deep to the
LCL. It is then passed subperiosteally to the anterior aspect of
the lateral intramuscular septum and then “over the top” and
through the knee to reconstruct the ACL.

Marcacci et al20 described a modification of this concept
using a hamstring autograft (Fig. 4). The semitendinosis and
gracillis tendons are harvested, left attached distally and sutured
together, passed through a tibial tunnel into knee and then to the
“over the top” position, where the extra-articular reconstruction
was subsequently performed by passing the tendons superficial
to the LCL and securing them distally at Gerdy’s tubercle.

The “MacInJones” procedure described by Lerat et al22

involves a bone-patella-tendon-bone (BPTB) intra-articular
ACLR using the lateral third of the patella tendon. This was
harvested in continuity with a 10 cm strip of quadriceps tendon
that was used to create the extra-articular component. The
quadriceps tendon was passed deep to the LCL and anchored
into a tunnel at Gerdy’s tubercle.

CLINICAL RESULTS OF LATERAL
EXTRA-ARTICULAR PROCEDURES

Isolated Lateral Extra-articular Procedures
Early literature describing isolated extra-articular proce-

dures is heterogenous with various procedures, rehabilitation

protocols, and inconsistent outcome reporting. On the whole
results are poor with high rates of residual instability and poor
subjective outcome scores.

Neyret et al23 recommended against an isolated Lemaire
procedure in amateur skiers under 35 based on poor subjective

FIGURE 2. Ellison procedure. A “dynamic” lateral reconstruction
where the iliotibial band was passed under the lateral collateral
ligament, but was left intact proximally so that the tensor fascia
muscle could help stabilize the knee during activity. Reproduced
from McCulloch et al.14

FIGURE 3. MacIntosh over the top. Iliotibial band is detached
proximally and passed over the top of the femur and through an
intra-articular tunnel in the tibia. Reproduced from McCulloch
et al.14

FIGURE 1. Macintosh 1. Lateral extra-articular reconstruction with a
strip of iliotibial band passed through the intermuscular septum and
under the lateral collateral. Reproduced from McCulloch et al.14
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satisfactions rates (16/31 satisfied) and high rates of residual
instability. In their series 12 of 15 patients had a positive pivot
shift at 4.5 years. The isolated Macintosh demonstrated better
outcomes in terms of residual instability with negative pivot
shift in 42 of 50 patients (84%) and a 74% return to sport rate at
2 years as reported by Ireland.24 The authors reported a 75%
good or excellent subjective outcome. This is in contrast to 52%
good or excellent outcomes at 11 years reported by Amirault
et al13 for the same procedure in 1988.

Ellison16 reported good outcomes with his procedure in
1979. There were 44% excellent and 39% good results in a
series of 18 knees followed for between 31 and 44 months.
There was, however, a 16.6% failure rate with 2 patients
requiring reoperation. Kennedy et al,25 however, demonstrated
poor subjective results with an Ellison type reconstruction in
1978; only 16 of 28 (57%) patients reviewed at 12 months had
“good” or “excellent” outcomes. There were high rates of
residual instability as assessed by the pivot shift with only 4 of
the 28 patients (14.3%) having a negative test at follow-up.
Residual instability with an isolated Ellison procedure was also
reported is a long-term follow-up study by Reid et al.26 Of 32
patients, 24 (75%) had a positive pivot shift and 29 (91%) had a
positive Lachman at a mean follow-up of 11 years. The authors
abandoned the procedure citing poor subjective and objective
scores and alarmingly high rates of radiologic degeneration.

The radiologic assessment was made using the modified Fair-
bank Criteria. Seven knees (22%) were normal, 8 knees (25%)
had mild changes, 5 knees (16%) had moderate changes, and 12
knees (38%) had severe (grade 3 or 4) radiologic degeneration.

Combined Intra-articular and Lateral
Extra-articular Procedures

Observational series for combined procedures were ini-
tially encouraging. In 1985 Bertoia et al19 reported 91% good
or excellent results and a 97% return to preoperative activity at
37 months with a Macintosh over the top reconstruction. Zarins
and Rowe27 reported similar outcomes in 100 patients treated
with a combined ITB and semitendinosis over the top recon-
struction. There were 88% good or excellent results and a 0 or 1
+ pivot shift in 91%. Dejour et al28 augmented a BTB ACLR
with a Lemaire procedure, achieving 83% good or excellent
results at minimum 3-year follow-up in 1988.

Comparative studies were less flattering and concerns
arose about the surgical morbidity associated with LET,
including potential lateral compartment over-constraint and the
development of osteoarthritis. O’Brien et al’s29 retrospective
series of 80 patients with 4-year follow-up showed no
improvement in stability when a modified Macintosh procedure
was performed in addition to a BPTB ACLR. The extra-articular
procedure was used routinely during part of the study period and

FIGURE 4. Marcacci procedure. Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction with hamstring tendons plus extra-articular plasty. A,
anteroposterior view; B, lateral view. Reproduced from Marcacci et al.21
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not in selected cases. Forty percent had chronic pain or swelling
attributed to the extra-articular procedure. Strum et al30 also found
no benefit to extra-articular augmentation in 127 patients
undergoing intra-articular reconstruction. Again, this study
was retrospective, and no indication is given for those in
whom the additional extra-articular procedure was performed.
In a prospective, randomized trial published in 2001, Anderson
et al31 compared BPTB, hamstring, and hamstring plus Losee
LET reconstructions with a minimum of 2 years follow-up and
found no benefit to the additional extra-articular procedure.

The procedures fell out of favor in North America fol-
lowing an American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine
consensus conference in 1989, where it was felt the greater
morbidity and higher risk of complications outweighed any
potential biomechanical benefits. There was, however, significant
regional variation in the utilization of LET augmentation and its
use in many European centers continued.

Long-term follow-up reports have recently been pub-
lished. Zaffagnini et al32 recently reported minimum 20-year
outcome data on 52 patients undergoing the Marcacci proce-
dure. Objective International Knee Documentation Committee
(IKDC) scores were good or excellent in 86% of patients (31%,
A; 55%, B). One patient (2%) had a graft rupture and a positive
pivot shift was seen in only 3 of 26 patients (12%) assessed

using the KiRA inertial sensor system. The combined procedure
was not associated with development of lateral compartment or
patellofemoral osteoarthritis. It is important to note there was no
control group (isolated intra-articular ACLR) in this case series.
The same group reported 11-year results for high-level athletes
undergoing double-strand hamstring ACLR with LET in
2009.21 IKDC scores were good or excellent (A and B) in
90.7% of patients and only 2 patients > 5 mm manual max-
imum side-to-side difference in laxity.

Randomized Trials of ACLR Augmented With
Lateral Extra-articular Procedures

A growing body of randomized trials examine the effect of
LET as an augment to intra-articular ACLR (Table 1). The trials
differ in the type of LET and intra-articular reconstruction, outcome
measures and definitions of failure. Patient inclusion and exclusion
criteria also differ, with some enrolling patient perceived to be at
high risk for failure with a grossly positive preoperative pivot shift.38

Drawing firm conclusions about the safety, efficacy, and indications
for LET augmentation is difficult based on this current data set.

Zaffagnini et al35 has been the only author to demonstrate
improved patient reported outcome measures associated with
LET. In this 2006 study, 75 patients were randomized evenly to 3
treatment groups. These consisted of: (1) The Marcacci technique,

TABLE 1. Randomized Trials of Lateral Extra-articular Procedure Augmentation of Intra-articular Anterior Cruciate Reconstruction

References Control
LET

Intervention

Mean
Follow-
up (mo) Failure Rate

Residual Pivot
Shift ++/+++ KT-1000/2000 IKDC A/B Comments/Conclusion

Anderson
et al31

PT
(n= 35)
HS

(n= 35)

HS+Losee ITB
LET (n= 35)

35.4 1/35 (2.9%) PT
0/35 (0%) HS+LET
1/32 (2.9%) HS

7/35 (20%) PT
7/35 (20%) HS

+LET
8/35 (22.9%) HS

5.2 mm PT
5.7 mm HS

+LET
6.0 mm HS*

97% PT
68% HS+LET

79% HS

No significant difference
between groups

Ait Si Selmi
et al33

PT
(n= 60)

PT+HS LET
(n= 60)

18 NR 2/60 (3.3%) PT
0/50 (0%) LET

NR 82.4% PT
79.3% LET

In French
No significant difference

between groups
Acquitter

et al34
PT

(n= 50)
“MacInJones”
PT+Quads
Tendon LET

(n= 50)

58 6/52 (12%) PT
2/52 (4%) LET

4/50 (10%) PT
2/50 (5%) LET

7.2 mm PT
7.3 mm LET*

80% PT
88% LET

In French
No significant difference

between groups

Zaffagnini
et al35

PT
(n= 25)
HS

(n= 25)

Marcacci HS
LET (n= 25)

60 NR 0/25 (0%) PT
4/25 (16%) HS

0/25 (0%) HS+LET

1/25 (5%) PT
5/25 (5%) HS
1/25 (5%) HS

+LET
(b> 5 mm)

76% PT
72% HS

84% HS+LET

Giraud
et al36

PT
(n= 34)

“MacInJones”
PT+Quads
Tendon LET

(n= 29)

84 NR 9.5% PT
5.3% LET

10.5 mm PT
11.4 mm LET†

52.3% PT
55.5% LET

In French

Zaffagnini
et al37

DBHS
(n= 37)

Marcacci HS
LET (n= 35)

47 0/37 (0%) DBHS
0/35 (0%) HS+LET

0% DBHS
0% HS+LET

1.1 mm DBHS
0.7 mm HS

+LET†

97.5% DBHS
94.3% HS+LET

Better subjective,
objective and
functional outcomes in
DBHS group

Vadala
et al38

HS
(n= 32)

HS+Cocker-
Arnold LET
(n= 28)

44.6 2/32 (6.3%) HS
0/28 (0%) LET

14.2% HS
0% LET

2.8 mm HS
2.7 mm LET*

28 (100%)
HS

27 (100%) LET

Selection of high-risk
patients: females with
2+/3+ pivot shift

Trichine
et al39

PT
(n= 60)

PT+Modified
Lemaire LET

(n= 60)

24 0/60 (0%) PT
0/60 (0%) PT+LET

(4.4%) PT
(1.4%)PT+LET

NR 79.7% PT
82.5% PT+LET

Radiologic analysis also
No significant difference

between groups

Failure is defined by each paper, typically graft rupture and/or persistent instability.
KT-1000/2000—*Maximal manual side-to-side difference.
†Maximum manual displacement.
++/+++ indicates 2+ or 3+, or grade 2 or 3.
DBHS indicates double bundle hamstring anterior cruciate reconstruction; HS, hamstring anterior ligament reconstruction; IKDC, International Knee

Documentation Committee; ITB, iliotibial band; LET, lateral extra-articular tenodesis; NR, not reported; PT, patella tendon anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.
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as described above,20 (2) a 4 strand, single bundle hamstring
ACLR, or (3) a BPTB ACLR. At 5-year follow-up the LET group
had higher subjective IKDC scores and also had a quicker return
to sport. Zaffagnini et al37 reported on 35 patients treated with the
Marcacci procedure compared with 37 patients randomized to a
double bundle ACLR and followed for 3.9 years. The double
bundle group performed better in terms of IKDC scoring and
pivot shift. Higher return to sport rates were seen in the double
bundle group (100% vs. 91%), with the Marcacci cohort returning
to sport more quickly (3.8 vs. 6.4mo).

The concept of LET as an augmentation in selected high-risk
patients was explored by Vadala et al38 who studied only female
patients with ACL deficient knees who had a preoperative grade 2
or 3+ pivot shift. They randomized 60 patients to 4SHS ACLR
with or without an extra-articular Coker-Arnold procedure. At
mean follow-up of 44.4 months, a residual positive pivot shift was
found in 57.1% of patients with an isolated ACLR and in 18.6%
of patients with a combined ACLR and LET (P<0.05). Logistic
regression models demonstrated the postoperative pivot shift was
highly correlated (P=0 0.001) to treatment group. Functional
outcome measures including IKDC, Tegner, Lysholm scores were
not significantly different between groups, however, this study was
likely underpowered to detect a statistically different clinical dif-
ference in these outcome measures.

RECENT SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

Five recent systematic reviews40–44 have examined LET
augmentation of ACLR Rezende et al,43 Hewison et al,42 and Song
et al44 all found LET to be associated with improved stability as
assessed by pivot shift. The Rezende paper also found ACLR
augmented with LET improved anteroposterior stability as meas-
ured by Lachman and KT-1000 testing. The 4 reviews investigating
patient reported outcome measures did not find any improvement in
pooled IKDC scores. Rezende reported comparable failure rates for
isolated intra-articular ACLR and ACLR augmented with LET.
Hewison and Song did not report on this outcome. The focus of the
first review by Devitt et al41 was on the development of osteo-
arthritis. The authors found LET augmentation of ACLR was not
associated with an increased rate of osteoarthritis of the knee. Low
rates of OA were reported at 11 years, but the authors found rates
increased thereafter. Meniscal injury at the time of surgery was the
greatest predictor of OA. A further meta-analysis published by
Devitt and colleagues investigated the effect of LET augmentation
in early (≤12mo) and delayed ACLR. Interestingly LET aug-
mentation was not effective in reducing residual pivot shift in early
ACLR group, however, there was statistically significant reduction
in residual pivot shift in delayed ACLR. These systematic reviews
all highlight limitations of the existing evidence base, but on the
whole they suggest LET is associated with increased stability as
measured by pivot shift, without a demonstrated improvement in
patient reported outcome measures.

LATERAL EXTRA-ARTICULAR PROCEDURES
IN REVISION ACLR

The concept of LET augmentation in revision ACLR is
appealing, especially if there is no obvious cause identified for
the initial failure. LET may protect the revision graft from
excessive stress during incorporation in the early postoperative
period45,46 but more importantly it may address residual rota-
tional instability as an underlying cause for failure.

The French Arthroscopic Society47 conducted a retro-
spective multicenter study of isolated revision ACLR versus
revision ACLR augmented with LET. The study included a

variety of different reconstruction techniques. Of 189 patients,
LET was performed in 84 (51%) according to the surgeon’s
preference. No further details on how surgeons decided to
allocated patients to LET augmentation were provided. Patients
were followed for a minimum of 2 years. Failure was defined as
a grade 2 or 3 pivot shift test and a KT-1000 test showing a
difference over 5 mm. There was a 15% failure rate (12/79) in
the isolated ACL revision group and 7% rate for the combined
LET group (6/84), however, this difference did not reach stat-
istical significance. Lateral tenodesis was associated increased
knee stability with 80% having a negative pivot shift versus
63% without tenodesis. This difference reached significance,
however, IKDC scores were not different between groups.

Ferretti et al48 published results of 30 patients treated with
LET augmentation in revision ACLR. The primary operations
were patella tendon (n= 26) or synthetic (n= 4) reconstructions,
and the revision procedure was a 4 strand hamstring autograft
with the Coker-Arnold modification of the Macintosh LET. At a
mean 5-year follow-up, 2 patients had a side-to-side difference of
> 5mm with a 2+ pivot shift and 1 patient had a revision at
another institution resulting in a 10% failure rate overall. There
was a significant reduction in both the Lachman (P= 0.00001)
and the pivot-shift test (P= 0.0013) at follow-up with the pivot
shift being negative in 15 patients, 1+ in 11, and 2+ in 2. Fifteen
of the 28 patients were IKDC A, 11 B, and 2 group C. There were
high rates of radiologic arthritis at final follow-up.

CURRENT TRIALS

The “Standard ACL Reconstruction versus ACL and Lateral
Extra-Articular Tenodesis” (STAbiLiTY)49 study is an ongoing
prospective randomized control trial of over 600 patients coor-
dinated by the University of Western Ontario. The study focuses
on high-risk patients, with inclusion criteria being patients 14 to
25 years old with an ACL deficient knee who play competitive
pivoting sports, have a grade 2 pivot shift or generalized liga-
mentous laxity. Participants are randomized to hamstring ACLR
or ACLR with an ITB-based LET (modified Lemaire). The pri-
mary outcome measure is graft failure at 2 years, with secondary
outcomes being patient reported outcome scores (ACL-QOL,
KOOS, MARX Activity Rating Scale, IKDC, Euro QoL), knee
range of motion, and radiologic markers of arthritis. One-year
results of the trial have been presented, and while the interim
results should be interpreted with caution, they appear favorable
for LET. Failure rates in the LET group are 4 from 199 (2.0%)
and in the isolated ACLR group 11 from 211 (5.2%, P= 0.10).
The rates of asymmetric pivot shift are also significantly different
between the groups in favor of the LET procedure (37.0% vs.
21.6%, P= 0.001). However, this appears to come at the cost of
increased early morbidity, with increased pain and reduced lower
limb function at 3 months. The estimated study completion date is
March 2019.

The Pittsburgh group have also registered a prospective,
randomized trial comparing anatomic single bundle hamstring
ACLR with or without an extra-articular tenodesis using a
Marcacci technique.50 Outcomes assessed will include bio-
mechanical and patient reported outcome measures with the
estimated study completion date in 2020.

CONCLUSIONS

The role of extra-articular procedures continues to be
defined. Improved understanding of the anatomy and bio-
mechanics of the anterolateral capsuloligamentous complex,
combined with ongoing high-quality clinical trials will
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hopefully provide definitive evidence about the safety and
efficacy of this procedure and identify the subgroup of patients
who are most likely to benefit. This will in turn better inform
the decision making of surgeons.
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